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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Physical activity is one important factor in the nervous system of animals, it may affect the structure also the function of the brain. Regular aerobic exercises have a good effect on the whole body and thus improves the sense of well-being. Aim: The aim of this experiment was to evaluate the effect of aerobic physical activity in white laboratory rats for 21 days. Methods: The experimental animals used were twenty Wistar rats, divided into 2 groups of 10 animals they were subjected to forced swim test for 21 days for 60-90 min swim. The evaluation of levels of Adrenaline was performed on 1st, 7th, 14th day and on the last day of the experiment day 21 using ELISA kit protocol, also body mass was compared between groups. Results: Our results showed that inducing aerobic physical activity for 21 days on the rats affects their levels of adrenaline. Comparatively, the control group of rats had significantly higher levels of adrenaline compared with day 21 (p=0.435) but lower compared with day 7 and 14 (p=0.231). There was also a difference in body mass which demonstrates adaptability to the surroundings and better coping with physical stress. Conclusion: Regular aerobic activity for 21 days, for 60-90 min swim has a positive impact on adrenaline level also this aerobic exercise protocol could have a positive impact on reducing and maintaining body weight, thus preventing overweight.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Regular physical activity and exercises have a very high impact on well being and very effective in the many-body system and this improves general fitness (1, 2) and overall health (3). There are many studies which have observed the effect of exercise on the immune and hormonal system, these studies have been conducted mainly on healthy people and the effects of exercise on these systems have been observed. The anatomical structures that mediate the stress response are found in both the central nervous system (4) and peripheral tissues. Except for the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis (HPA), several other structures play important roles in the regulation of adaptive responses to stress such as brain stem noradrenergic neurons, sympathetic adrenomedullary circuits, and parasympathetic systems (5).

Understanding the effect of stress hormones will give an idea of how stressors could influence homeostasis (6). To evaluate the stress hormones in experimental studies the most frequent used are rats because they are very sensitive to stress (7) also the degree of activation of the HPA is related to the intensity of stress (6). Animal models of studies usually involve physical activities that simulate the human beings that are exposed, the most frequently used are treadmill running and swimming. Exercise intensity directly governs the quantity of adrenal medulla secretion. Exercise duration also influences catecholamine response as revealed by the direct relationship between plasma epinephrine and norepinephrine levels and mileage (8). Adrenaline and noradrenaline like glucocorticoids may help the body to avoid or resist stress conditions, these hormones produce the body’s “fight or flight” response to stress. It is well known that Adrenaline affects the cardiovascular system. If the level of Adrenaline is high this will produce a rapid powerful vasopressor effect, increasing heart rate, the force of contraction, respiratory rate and increasing blood flow.
towards the brain, heart and skeletal muscle and away from skin and kidneys (9-11).

The link between physical activity, exercise and health outcomes is well established (13). The effect of the exercises is well known for the positive effect on the central nervous system of animals (14), and many studies have reported the impact that the exercises have on morphological and behavioral aspects, exercise also induces antidepressant effects (12, 15) and enhances learning and memory (16).

2. AIM
The purpose of this experiment was to evaluate the effect of regular aerobic physical activity in adrenaline levels in white laboratory rats for 21 days.

3. MATERIAL AND METHODS
All experimental procedures were performed in accordance with the Manual for Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, approved by the Macedonian Center for Bioethics. The protocols were approved by the Ethics Committee for Animals at the University “St. Kiril and Metodij” Skopje, North Macedonia (nr. 2401-592, 2017) according to the recommendations for biomedical research involving animals, issued by the Council of International Organizations for Medical Sciences. The anesthetists were applied in accordance with the standards given in the EU Directive, Directive 86/609 / EEC. During the study, the animals were exposed to standard food and water regime available ad libitum and stayed in a room under a constant light regime of 12 hours (06:00 to 18:00) light and 12 hours dark, at a thermoneutral temperature of 26° C. There were used 20 female, white, laboratory rats from the Wistar strain, (n = 64) at the age of 4-5 months, with a body mass of 220 ± 20g. The experiment lasted for 22 days.

Experimental Procedures
The experimental animal used were 20 Wistar rats, divided into 2 groups of 10 animals. The first group was the control group and the second group of rats that swim. The water temperature was measured before and after swimming. On the 1st, 7th and 14th day of the experiment, blood was taken from the tail of the rat, with its incision, in order to determine the level of adrenaline. The remaining 7 days to the end of the experiment, 5 rats from the examined group continued to swim. The last day (21-st day), the rats were sacrificed and blood from the abdominal aorta was collected. Serum obtained was used for analyzes of the amount of adrenaline, cortisol and serotonin. Physical stress was caused to the rats by being put in a water barrel with the water temperature ± 34 °. Previous studies have suggested that the depth of water affects the time of the immovability of the rats, a smaller amount of water causes increased immobility due to the ability of the rat to lean against the tail on the bottom of the barrel (17). In our research, a deeper barrel was used for rats to better deal with stress in swimming during the experiment. The rats swim every day for an hour to an hour and a half (60-90min). The serum analyzes were made with the ELISA technique.

Forced swimming test
Porsolt and colleagues (18) are first authors that originally developed the Rat Forced Swimming test (FST), this is the most used test for animal models to assess antidepressant-like behavior (19), active or passive behavior of rats that are forced to swim and can’t escape from the swimming tank. Forced swimming test for rats later was modified for mice (20). The mouse version of the forced swim test is a relatively short and low-cost behavioral test that requires no training of the mice and can be conducted with minimal equipment. This is in contrast to the rat version of the test, which generally involves exposure to the water tank one day prior to the test day (21). There are two versions that are used, namely the traditional and modified FST which differ in their experimental setup, for both versions, a pretest of 10-15 min is included, as this accentuates the different behaviors in the 5-min swim test following drug treatment (19).

Rats were exposed to forced swim test the swimming program included two phases: adaptation and training. In the first week (adaptation), the rats swim 60-90 min per day for 6 days (1 week). The training period began from the beginning of the second-week swimming duration was progressively increased from 50 min to approximately 90 min per day. Rats were exposed to a swimming test between 08.30h till 12.00h AM. This intensity was maintained to the end of the training program which lasted 6 days per week for a total of three weeks (21 days), during weekdays Monday-Saturday, while Sunday was without activity for experimental rats (Picture 1).

Forced swimming stress was induced in rats by forcing them to swim in a cylindrical swim tank which was filled with tepid water (±34°C). All swimming protocol was recorded by a video camera and photo camera. The length of the cylindrical swim tank was approximately 80-90 cm which was filled with water till 50-60 cm of depth, this depth exceeded the length of the rat including tail (the length of the rats was approximately 40 cm), the width of the tank was 60 cm. During the experiment, it was measured body mass of the rats. Body mass was measured
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with a standard weighting scale of 1 kg, the measurement was taken every day at the same time in the morning approximately at 08.30 AM on day 2-21.

Collection and Preparation of blood serum and plasma

Blood collection was taken four times from the animals at day 1, 7, 14, and day 21, collection of blood procedure was performed always in the morning and before forcing them to swim. Blood was taken from the tail vein of the rats on days 1, 7, and 14, rats were awakened, and there was no need for anesthesia. Approximately 2-3 mm from the tip of the tail, it was done a small nick over the lateral tail vein using a sterile scalpel blade. When the nick was deep enough, the blood started welling up from the nick immediately. Blood was collected by allowing the blood to drop into a collection tube (Picture 2). The tail was gently stroked from the base of the tail toward the tail to encourage blood flow and the amount of the blood collected was 1.5 ml. The blood sample of 1.5 ml was allowed to clot for 30 minutes at room temperature. The serum was separated by centrifugation at 3000 rpm (rotations per minute) for 15 min. After centrifugation, the amount of serum collected was 0.75ml and subsequently stored at -20˚C. The hormone was estimated by using Epinefrine ELISA KIT protocol (ABNOVA, KA1882). While on day 21 all experimental rats were sacrificed and the blood was collected from the abdominal artery. Whole blood was collected into centrifuge tubes containing Potassium-EDTA as anticoagulant and centrifuged immediately for 3000 rpm for 15 min. After centrifugation, the amount of plasma collected was 5-6ml and subsequently stored at -20˚C. The plasma samples were then subjected to the estimation of adrenaline by using Epinefrine ELISA KIT protocol (ABNOVA, KA1882).

Statistical analysis

The data were analyzed using the statistical package SPSS 22.0 software for Windows (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Basic descriptive statistics were computed. Data normality distribution was determined using the skewness, kurtosis, and Kolmogorov-Smirnov method. Differences in variables were analyzed by One-Way Repeated-Measures ANOVA also LSD-least significant difference test was done.

4. RESULTS

On the basis of the bodyweight measurements obtained from day 2 and day 20 after the completion of the swimming the following results were obtained which are statistically processed. According to the results shown in the (Figure 1), it can be noticed that the bodyweight of the rats on day 8 during the physical stress showed the lowest values. While the total difference in body weight of rats before and after swimming for 20 days didn’t show any significant difference in body weight. From the figure itself, we can notice the difference between day 2, day 8, and day 20 of the bodyweight measured on the same day in the same rats. From the overview of (Table 1), it can be seen that the values of the skewness of adrenaline variable in control measurements, at day 7 and day 14 in rats who swam, are within the limits of the recommended values from -1 to +1, indicating that the distribution of the results are approximately symmetrical. Mild positive asymmetry (most of the results are in the higher zone), is observed in rats that swam on the 21 days of collection (Sk = 1.65) and in rats that rested on the 21st day of collection (Sk = 1, 07). From the values of the kurtosis (Table 1), it can be seen that the adrenaline variable at all times of collecting shows flatness.

According to calculated coefficients of variability, it can be seen that homogeneity at all collecting points is at a satisfactory level. The lowest level of homogeneity is observed on the 7th day of swimming (CV = 5.75), while the highest level of dispersion of the results is observed in rats that were resting from 14th to 21st day (CV = 35.35). The value of the basic central and dispersive parameters of the applied variables in the interval of the minimal and maximal result contains about four or more stan-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ADRENALIN</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>CV</th>
<th>s.e.</th>
<th>Skew</th>
<th>Kurtos</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CONTROL</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>23.64</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>-1.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 DAYS SWIM</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>5.75</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-0.61</td>
<td>-0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 DAYS SWIM</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>5.82</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-0.75</td>
<td>2.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REST FROM DAY 14</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>35.35</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>1.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 DAY SWIM</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>19.01</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Statistical data of Adrenaline levels among groups
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standard deviations (SD), on the basis of which satisfactory susceptibility can be ascertained. Based on the values of the standard deviations (SD) and its ratio with arithmetic mean (Mean), it can be concluded that at all time points there is no statistically significant deviation of the results from the arithmetic mean. The numerical values of the standard error indicate a minimum dispersion, because, with proportional looking, there are not significant in relation to the corresponding value of the standard deviation. The results of Kolmogorov Smirnov’s procedure showed that, at all time points of collection, the results are normally distributed (Table 2). In order to determine in which of the examined groups there are statistically significant differences, the post hock (LSD-least significant difference test) tests are applied. The analysis of the tests is shown in Figure 3 and Table 3. From the overview of arithmetic means and the level of statistical significance, it can be seen that the control group shows lower values of adrenaline in the serum relative to the group that swam for 7 and 14 days, and lower values relative to the group that rested from day 14 up to 21 days. The group that swam for 7 days shows higher values compared to the group that was resting from day 14 up to 21st day and the group that swam for up to 21 days, while no statistically significant differences were found between the swimming group for 7 days and the group that swam for 14 days. The group that has been swimming for 14 days shows more adrenaline levels in the serum than the group that was resting from day 14 up to 21st day and the group that swam up to 21 days. There were no statistically significant differences (p=0.435) in the level of adrenaline in the serum between the group that was resting from day 14 and the group that swam up to 21 days.

5. DISCUSSION

The present study investigated the levels of Adrenaline in rats after forced swimming test for 21 days. It is well documented that any stress can elevate the level of adrenaline (22, 23, 24), regarding our results about levels of adrenaline after FST it can be seen that the control group showed lower values of adrenaline in the serum relative to the group that swam for 7 and 14 days, the average of adrenaline is slightly higher but there is no statistically significant differences found between these two groups, these data are in agreement with previous study (25), they concluded that in acute (7 days) and subacute (14 days) the levels of adrenaline after FST in rats didn’t show significant increases of adrenaline compared with control group, this study revealed the importance of physical activity regarding neurodegeneration they stated that “14 days of FST stress didn’t cause neuronal damage”. Our results can indicate that acute stress-induced
to rats was very stressful, Soria and colleagues reported the same data they confirmed high levels of adrenaline after acute physical stress (26). There were no statistically significant differences in the level of adrenaline in the serum between the group that was sleeping from day 14 of day 21 and the group that swam to 21 days, from these results we can conclude that the higher average of adrenaline level showed to be on day 14 of the experiment which are consistent with several studies (22, 25).

The day 14 showed to be the most stressful day of the experiment with highest level of adrenaline compared to control group and all other groups of the experiment, while the lowest levels of adrenaline during the experiment was day 14 of rats that were sleeping and the 21 day of the rats that swam, these results can be due to adaptation of rats with physical stress conducted from FST after day 14 of swimming. We can say that physical aerobic activity can activate adrenal catecholamine like adrenaline in adaptation to stressful conditions and these results confirm our hypothesis that regular aerobic exercise for 21 days can produce differences in adrenaline level among groups.

If we can connect this with sedentary life of human people, this fact should be considered because according to the evidence there is high number of persons with high levels of stress conditions like anxiety, depression, mood disorders and they should be aware that their sedentary life can have side effects in their stress hormone levels (27, 28) which can lead to several pathologies. Pain perception is another factor that has to be considered in people, many studies have been conducted about pain threshold. It is well known that exercises and stress have an influence on pain perception (29) according to another study, one group of rats were exposed to exhaustion exercises and the results showed that rats who were with higher aerobic capacity the pain threshold was higher (30). Physically trained individuals show lower levels of physiological and psychological stress responses not only in exercises but also in other types of stressful conditions (31). A recent study concluded that 21 days of exercise without rest will have effect on biochemical factors in the brain, also in memory function (32), exercise alters both bone modeling and energy balance (33). Another factor that should be considered during FST is also the immobility time during the test, according to one study the immobility time does not correlate with markers of depression and adrenaline levels (25). When we talk about the recuperation, there are many athletes that may be injured during the activity, some authors observed how e contused muscle of rats will react if they put them on wheel running for 21 days, they concluded that after 21 days of mobilization the healing process was better it was less inflammation and better nerve regeneration (34, 35). Recent data indicate that forced swimming stress for 21 days decreased the body weight and food intake but increased weights of liver, kidney, and adrenal gland, this reveals the effect of repeated forced swim stress can cause a wide range of adaptive changes in the central nervous system (36). According to recent study, the weight of the animals reported in point 7,14, and 21 after swimming test has been reduced gradually, also they reported decline in body weight of rats after exposed to exercise group (treadmill running for 1h) for 21 days (32), also after 8 weeks of FST for approximately 60 min per day in rats some authors reported reduced body weight gain (37), these data are consistent with our results also the type of exercise, timing and duration were approximately the same. A recent study used Wistar female rats in their experiment, they forced them to swim for 45 min for 21 days, and the results were consistent with our results regarding body weight (36).

6. CONCLUSION

Regular aerobic physical activity for 21 days, for 60-90 min swim have a positive impact to reduce stress hormone adrenaline, also aerobic exercise protocol could have a positive impact on reducing and maintaining body weight, thus preventing overweight. Limitations of this study are worthy of brief mention. Our study was gender-specific, including only female Wistar rats. Moreover, we had a small sample size. Taking into consideration these two limitations we can say that our results can’t be applicable in both genders.
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